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a b s t r a c t

The RFM model provides an effective measure for customers’ consumption behavior analysis, where three
variables, namely, consumption interval, frequency, and money amount are used to quantify a customer’s
loyalty and contribution. Based on the RFM value, customers can be clustered into different groups and
the group information is very useful in market decision making. However, most previous works com-
pletely left out important characteristics of purchased products, such as their prices and lifetimes, and
apply the RFM measure on all of a customer’s purchased products. This renders the calculation of the
RFM value unreasonable or insignificant for customer analysis. In this paper, we propose a new frame-
work called GRFM (for group RFM) analysis to alleviate the problem. The new measure method takes into
account the characteristics of the purchased items so that the calculated the RFM value for the customers
are strongly related to their purchased items and can correctly reflect their actual consumption behavior.
Moreover, GRFM employs a constrained clustering method PICC (for Purchased Items-Constrained Clus-
tering) that could base on a cleverly designed purchase pattern table to adjust original purchase records
to satisfy various clustering constraints as well as to decrease re-clustering time. The GRFM allows a cus-
tomer to belong to different clusters, and thus to be associated with different loyalties and contributions
with respect to different characteristics of purchased items. Finally, the clustering result of PICC contains
extra information about the distribution status inside each cluster that could help the manager to decide
when is most proper to launch a specific sales promotion campaign. Our experiments have confirmed the
above observations and suggest that GRFM can play an important role in building a personalized purchas-
ing management system and an inventory management system.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A successful customer-oriented marketing strategy is very
important in the sense that it can help to strengthen the relation-
ships between the customers and the business. Understanding
customer characteristics and satisfying customer requirements
not only can improve the customer loyalty but can make great
profit by decreasing the risk of business operation (Cheng & Chen,
2009). It is no wonder that the techniques like customer segmen-
tation or clustering (Management Science, 2003; Wu & Lin, 2005;
Yeh, Yang, & Ting, 2008) have been widely used in order to under-
stand the consumption behavior of different groups of customers.

Customer segmentation is a supervised learning process that
classifies customers into the predefined classes while customer
ll rights reserved.
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clustering, on the other hand, groups the customers into non-pre-
defined classes. The discovered group information is very useful
in the formulation of proper promotion strategies or pricing policies
to improve customer response rate and finally to increase business
profit. To identify high-response customers for product promotion,
the RFM analysis (Miglautsch, 2000) incorporates three variable
value, including customers’ consumption interval (i.e., R value),
frequency (i.e., F value), and money amount (i.e., M value), to model
customer’s tendency of purchasing. For avoiding ambiguity, the
term RFM value is represented a single value what using a measur-
ing function to integrate R value, F value and M value. Through the
RFM analysis, customers’ loyalties and contributions can then be
properly measured (Wu & Lin, 2005). Because of the success of
the RFM measure, great efforts have been devoted to customer seg-
mentation or clustering based on the customers’ RFM values (Cheng
& Chen, 2009; Miglautsch, 2000; Yeh et al., 2008).

Although the RFM value has been utilized in customer segmen-
tation or clustering, most of the previous works measure the RFM
value without considering customers’ purchasing behavior
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regarding different products. Hence, the above works fail to pro-
vide effective information for promotion of certain products. We
summary the reasons for why the characteristics of purchased
items should be considered in analyzing customers’ purchasing
behavior with the RFM measure as follows:

� First, there is a dramatic variation in price and lifetime of prod-
ucts. For example, the frequency that a user buys a new note-
book is very different from that of buying a new cloth.
Moreover, the amount of money spent on the above two items
is very different. This implies that the customer loyalty and con-
tribution should be considered with respect to the purchased
items. The traditional RFM value only provides lump-sum eval-
uation indices, which are coarse in quantifying customer loyalty
and contribution. Previous works (Wu & Lin, 2005; Yeh et al.,
2008) that apply a static measuring criterion to all products
without addressing their differences thus lack the precision in
targeting the most suitable customers.
� Second, the associations between the user and his bought prod-

ucts provide a useful hint about what he would like to buy in
the future. Instead of counting all the bought products, which
include those rarely bought, the RFM value measured only on
frequently-bought item sets can do better in predicting the
user’s purchasing regularity. That is, if the RFM value of a cus-
tomer is measured with respect to different purchased item
sets, his requirements can be better satisfied, and a better per-
sonalized purchasing management system can be developed to
further improve customer relationships.
� Third, sales management and customer management are

equally important. A sales manager may want to know ‘‘What
products are often co-purchased?’’, while a customer manager
may want to know ‘‘Who are potential buyers of a certain prod-
uct item or item set?’’ And they both may be interested in
‘‘What are the consumption interval, frequency, and money
amount of a customer over a specific item set?’’ Therefore, bet-
ter than the traditional customer oriented RFM value, custom-
ers’ RFM values measured over certain purchased items can
provide very useful knowledge for building an effective inven-
tory management system.

On the other hand, a customer may be highly interested in the
products bought by customers with similar purchasing behavior.
Thus, what a customer buys are good targets to promote to the cus-
tomers with similar purchasing behavior. To discover a good sales
policy, we need to figure out the potential buyers, how loyal they
are, and how he may contribute to specific products. That is, we
need to cluster customers according to their purchased items and
calculate their RFM value to track their consumption behavior.
With this, we then can develop a precise sales policy to better meet
the market need.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel Group RFM (GRFM
for short) framework to identify high loyal and contribution cus-
tomers; moreover, it discovers potential customers for products
promotion. Instead of calculating the customers’ RFM values on
all of the products they have ever purchased, the GRFM calculates
customer’s GRFM-value what considers customers’ purchase pat-
terns as well as the characteristics of products in analyzing cus-
tomers. Specifically, the GRFM first discovers the frequent
patterns, each of which presents a set of products that are pur-
chased frequently in the transactional data set. Then, based on
the discovered frequent patterns, customers are clustered into
groups, i.e., for each frequent pattern, customers are regarded as
a group if they have bought the products in the frequent pattern.
By the way, we can tighten the candidates for promoting products
in a frequent pattern. Furthermore, we further considers the
diverse characteristics of products including their average lifetime
and average unit price in evaluate a customer’s purchase potential
and propose a new measure function that calculates a customer’s
GRFM-value on the products regarding to each frequent pattern.
Therefore, we can obtain the GRFM-values of the customers in a
cluster that possesses the characteristics of the purchased items
and correctly reflect his loyalty and contributions. Moreover, the
GRFM incorporates the PICC (Purchased Items-Constrained Clus-
tering) algorithm, which can reuse the discovered purchase pat-
terns to propose proper sales policies to promptly respond to the
market demands. The major contributions of the paper are summa-
rized as follows:

� We propose a new GRFM measure function to evaluate cus-
tomers’ purchase potential with respect to their purchase pat-
terns that involve products with specific characteristics, such
as unit price and lifetime. This facilitates the development of
a personalized purchasing management system as well as an
effective inventory management system. In addition, it can
be used in trend analysis and intensity analysis about particu-
lar products.
� The GRFM framework incorporates the PICC algorithm to

dynamically cluster customers according to a specific demand
in terms of constraints, where a constraint is associated with
a product category. Therefore the PICC algorithm can base on
that information to generate a variety of sales policies according
to the clustering results to meet specific demands from users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the related works. In Section 2, we give preliminary knowl-
edge to be used in the subsequent sections. In Section 4, we intro-
duce the GRFM framework. Section 5 details our experimental
results. Finally, the concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
2. Related works

The concept of customer segmentation was developed by an
American marketing expert, Wendell R. Smith, in the middle of
1950. It is a technology to cluster customers into groups that share
similar characteristics and tend to display similar patterns. Later,
the RFM model is first proposed by Hughes (1994), and it is a model
that differentiates important customers from large transaction
data. RFM method is very effective attributes for customer segmen-
tation (Newell, 1997). Recall that the RFM analysis incorporates
three important attributes including consumption recency (R), fre-
quency (F), and monetary (M) to model customers’ purchasing
behavior and measure their loyalty, contribution, and buying po-
tential. In the RFM model, recency (R) is, in general, defined as
the interval from the time when the latest consumption happens
to the present, frequency (F) is the number of consumption within
a certain period, and monetary (M) is the amount of money spent
within a certain period. An earlier study showed that customers
with bigger R, F, and M values are more likely to make a new trans-
action (Wu & Lin, 2005). Because of the success of the RFM model
in customer analysis, great efforts have been devoted to customer
segmentation or clustering based on the customers’ RFM values
(Miglautsch, 2000; Tsai & Chiu, 2004). For clustering customers
based on the RFM value, the customers’ RFM values scoring is key
factor. As mentioned in Cheng and Chen (2009), there are two
opinions on the importance of the R, F, and M values. While the
three parameters are considered equally important in Miglautsch
(2000), they are unequally weighted due to the characteristics of
industry in Tsai and Chiu (2004). In Miglautsch (2000), each of
the R, F, M dimensions is divided into five equal parts and custom-
ers are clustered into 125 groups according to their R, F, M values.
Consequently, the high potential groups (or customers) can be
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easily identified. In Tsai and Chiu (2004), the RFM model is utilized
in profitability evaluation and a weighted-based evaluation func-
tion was proposed. The value of customer Ci is represented by
Eq. (1).

VðciÞ ¼WR � RðciÞ þWF � FðciÞ þWM �MðciÞ ð1Þ

where R(ci), F(ci), and M(ci) represent customer ci’s R, F, and M values
and WR, WF, and WM represent their weights respectively. In gen-
eral, the RFM value measuring is objective (Cheng & Chen, 2009).

The above RFM value measuring methods all adopt a single cri-
terion to measure the RFM value of a customer no matter what
kinds of products were purchased. However, the characteristics
and lifetimes of the purchased products are not always the same,
grouping customers in this way can not provide precise quantita-
tive prediction. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, assume that there
are 20 transaction records of five customers C01 to C05 in a trans-
action database T. Each transaction consists of five attributes,
including transaction ID, customer ID, date, purchased items, and
monetary expense. The clustering method proposed in Wu and
Lin (2005) actually creates a customer value matrix according to
Transaction ID Customer Name Date Purch
T1 C05 3/21 sho
T2 C01 3/21 mi
T3 C03 3/21 cel
T4 C04 3/21 bee
T5 C01 4/12 bee
T6 C02 4/12 c
T7 C05 4/12
T8 C04 4/12
T9 C05 4/30 sho

T10 C01 4/30 mi
T11 C05 4/30 jac
T12 C02 5/10
T13 C04 5/10
T14 C02 5/10
T15 C02 5/25
T16 C03 5/25
T17 C01 6/1 mi
T18 C02 6/1
T19 C04 6/16 sp
T20 C05 6/16

Customer Name RFM array
C01 (5,3,3)
C02 (5,4,3)
C03 (4,2,5)
C04 (5,3,3)
C05 (5,4,4)

Calculating the RFM value of customer. (T
.R (weeks)  score :    0-3 weeks = 5, 3-6 w
                                      9-12 weeks =  2,  1
.F (times) score :      7 times and up = 5, 5-
                                      2 times = 2, 1 time
.M (expense) score : $15000 and up = 5, $

,   $4000-$8999 = 3

Create a customer value matrix

 R(1,2) R(3)

ClusCluster1 Cluster2

ClusCluster8Cluster7

ClusCluster5Cluster4

F value

F(4,5)

F(1,2)

F(3)

Fig. 1. Example of customers clu
the calculated RFM values for clustering customers. Once the parti-
tions of the axes are decided, each customer is placed in one of the
regions of the customer value matrix. The figure shows, by using
the values of R and F for axes, we create nine regions in the matrix,
which allows for clustering the customers into nine groups. With
this matrix, the customers in the example transaction database
can be clustered into three groups, where C02 and C05 in Cluster2
are regarded as the highest in loyalty and contribution. There are
several problems with this traditional clustering method, however.
First, the method makes C02 and C05 into the same cluster, imply-
ing they have the same loyalties and contributions. This is not cor-
rect, however. If we look into the details of their purchased items
we discover that their preferences over the goods of purchase are
quite different. For example, if the business targets a sale promo-
tion about products of clothing to high contribution customers,
then the promotion could attract C05 but C02. Since C05 is used
to buy clothing but C02 is used to buy office appliances. A second
problem arises, where C03 is evaluated to be a customer with low-
er loyalty than C05 because his F value is smaller. Looking into the
purchased items, we find C03 is a buyer of 3C products, which
ased Items expense
se,socks $3,000
lk,soda $1,000
l phone $25,000
r,cookie $500
r,cookie $1,200
hairs $1,500

cloth $2,000
beaf $1,000
se,socks $2,500
lk,soda $1,000
k,dress $3,000
pens $500
pork $600
paper $300
lamp $1,500
i-pod $30,000
lk,soda $900
desk $4,500
ort shirt $3,500
dress $3,000

Cluster ID Member
Cluster1 C01,C04
Cluster2 C02,C05
Cluster3  C03

oday is 6/17)
eeks =  4, 6-9 weeks = 3,
2-15 weeks = 1;
6 times = 4, 3-4 times = 3,
 = 1;
9000-$14444 = 4,
 $1500-$3999 = 2, 1500 down = 1;

(4,5)R value

ter3

ter9

ter6 Clustering

stering by traditional RFM.
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usually implies a slow buying frequency and is very different from
buying clothes.

Our approach to alleviating the above problems is to consider
the characteristics of the purchased items while analyzing the pur-
chasing behavior of the customers. For comparison, a simple clus-
tering result of our approach for the same example transaction
database is shown in Fig. 2, which can successfully solve the above
problems. First, the clusters are strongly related to purchase pat-
terns and can correctly reflect the purchasing behavior of the cus-
tomers. This in turn can enable proper promotion plans. For
example, the cluster containing customers C04 and C05 have high
contribution and loyalty in clothing and should be targeted with
clothing promotion plans. Besides, a customer is associated with
different (R, F, M) values according to his purchased items. For
example, the (R, F, M) value of customer C04 is (1,5,5) for the cat-
egory of foods, while that is (5,5,3) for the category of clothing. He
belongs to two clusters, meaning he is loyal in both foods and
Cluster Members
Cluster1 C01,C04 Foods
Cluster2 C03 3C
Cluster3 C05,C04 Clothing
Cluster4 C02 office appliances

The calculating criterion of  RFM value accordin to

Calculating RFM value criterion of Foods

R (day) 12 up 9~12
F (times) 1 2
M (expense) $299 down $300~$499 $

Calculating RFM value criterion of 3C products

R (month) 12 up 9~12
F (times) 0 1
M (expense) $15000 down $15000~$19999 $20

Calculating RFM value criterion of Clothing

R (month) 9 up 7~9
F (times) 2 3
M (expense) $1500 down $1500~$1999 $

Calculating RFM value criterion of office applianc

R (month) 9 up 7~9
F (times) 1~2 3~4
M (expense) $4000 down $4000~$8499 $8

RFM Measuring
srebmeMretsulC

sdooF40C,10C1retsulC
C330C2retsulC

gnihtolC40C,50C3retsulC
Cluster4 C02 office appliances

Kind of buying 

1 score 2 score

1 score 2 score

1 score

Kind of buying 

Clustering Customers by their purchasing items

1 score 2 score

2 score

score
value

score
value

score
value

score
value

Fig. 2. Purchased-items-constrained
clothing. He did buy foods lately. This detailed information about
the (R, F, M) values of the customers allows for more correct cus-
tomer relationship to be managed.
3. Preliminaries

This section first presents the concepts of the constraint-based
clustering, then the category hierarchy of products. Last, we intro-
duce notations and definitions used throughout this paper.
3.1. Constraint-based clustering

Constraint-based clustering groups similar objects into clusters
while satisfying certain conditions, such as maintaining a fixed
number of objects in each cluster. Recently, constrained-based
clustering methods have become very popular (Basu, Banerjee, &
 purchasing items.  (Today is 6/17)

6~9 3~6 0~3
3~4 5~6 up 6

500~$699 $700~$999 up $1000

6~9 3~6 0~3
2 3 3 up

000~$24900 $25000~$29999 $30000 up

4~6 2~3 0~1
4 5 up 5

2000~2499 $2500~$2999 $3000 up

es

4~6 2~3 0~1
5~6 7~8 8 up

500~$11999 $12000~$14999 $15000 up

eulav MFR
)5,5,1(
)5,5,5(
)3,5,5(

(5,2,3)

3 score

3 score 4 score 5 score

4 score 5 score

5 score

3 score 4 score 5 score

3 score 4 score

RFM-based customer clustering.



T1 I A B C D
T2 J A B C D
T3 K A B C D
T4 A B C D
T5 J A B C D E F G H
T6 J K A B C D E F G H
T7 J A B C D E F G H
T8 J K A B C D E F G H
T9 J K A B C D E F G H
T10 J K A B C D E F G H
T11 I A B C D E F G H
T12 I A B C D E F G H
T13 I A B C D E F G H
T14 I A B C D E F G H
T15 I E F G H
T16 J E F G H
T17 K E F G H
T18 J E F G H
T19 I E F G H
T20 E F G H

                               Data Items

P1(A, B, C, D)

P2(E, F, G, H)

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Fig. 4. Result of more adequate clustering.
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Mooney, 2004; Ge, Jin, Wen, Ester, & Davidson, 2007; Wagstaff,
Rogers, & Schroedl, 2001; Wong & Li, 2008; Zhang & Hau-San
Wong, 2008), because they provide flexibility to attach user spec-
ified constraints while clustering. In general, the constraints can
be classified into the following two categories.

� Vertical constraint: In this category the clustering methods focus
on clustering customers on a portion of attributes of their trans-
action data sets, e.g., pattern clustering (Wong & Li, 2008), where
a pattern is composed of some or all attributes which frequently
occurs in a transaction data set. As patterns are clustered, the
transactions containing these patterns are also clustered. The
correlation between a pattern and transaction is straightforward
(Wong & Li, 2008). It is noticeable that a pattern can not show
the whole aspect of the actual data, so pattern clustering may
produce confused results if inappropriate patterns are selected.
For example, as shown in Fig. 3, there are 20 (T1 to T20) transac-
tions. Assume two patterns P1 = {A,B,C,D} and P2 = {E,F,G,H} are
merged into a cluster. The corresponding transactions are T5 to
T14. We observe that the cluster should be split into two clusters
if the similarity threshold is set to 3/4 so that one cluster corre-
sponds to with transactions {T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10} and the other
to {T11,T12,T13,T14} as shown in Fig. 4. The above problem
becomes even severer and more time-consuming as the number
of patterns increases.
� Horizontal constraint: In this category the clustering pro-

cess focuses on a set of instance-level constraints. Instance-
level constraints are a useful way to express a priori knowledge
about which instances should or should not be clustered
together (Basu et al., 2004; Wagstaff et al., 2001; Zhang & Hau-
San Wong, 2008). There are two types of instance-level
constraints:
(i) Must link (ML): Let M be the set of must-link pairs; then

(xi,xj) 2M implies the instances xi and xj must be assigned
to the same cluster.

(ii) Cannot link (CL): Let C be the set of cannot-link pairs; then
(xi,xj) 2M implies the instances xi and xj should be assigned
to different cluster.
T1 I A B C D
T2 J A B C D
T3 K A B C D
T4 A B C D
T5 J A B C D E F
T6 J A B C D E F
T7 J A B C D E F
T8 J K A B C D E F
T9 J K A B C D E F
T10 J K A B C D E F
T11 I A B C D E F
T12 I A B C D E F
T13 I A B C D E F
T14 I A B C D E F
T15 I E F
T16 J E F
T17 K E F
T18 J E F
T19 I E F
T20 E F

                               Data Items

P1 (A, B, C, D)

P2 (E, 

Fig. 3. The result of pa
In horizontal constraint clustering, a penalty weight is given to
a clustering which violates a constraint (Basu et al., 2004). In fact,
different constraints should have different penalty weights. How-
ever, the difference is not easy to be identified. Moreover, pair-wise
constraint clustering can not be used when the constraints focus
on partial characteristics between the pairs.

3.2. Concept hierarchy for purchased items

A large market-basket database may involve an extreme large
volume of products, e.g., Amazon is an on-line shopping mall for
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H
G H

F, G, H)

Pattern 1 is (A, B, C, D).
Pattern 2 is (E, F, F, H).
Merging Pattern 1 and Pattern2
into the Cluster 1.
 Due to no  pattern in (I, J, K)
domain, hence the cluster 1
can not comprise (I, J, K).

Cluster 1

tterns clustering.
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many books, apparel, electronics, etc. Usually, products are catego-
rized such that a collection of subordinate products with similar
characteristics are sorted into a super ordinate. A category hierar-
chy defines a sequence of mappings from a set of low-level product
items to higher-level, more general category items. Therefore, data
can be generalized by replacing its low-level characteristics, such
as a product name, by their higher-level characteristics, such as a
category in the category hierarchy (Han & Kamber, 2007). Fig. 5
shows an example five-level category hierarchy for computer
products, starting with level 1 at the root (the most general
abstraction level). Due to the sparseness of data and voluminous-
ness of products, it is usually difficult to discover interesting pur-
chase patterns at the lowest or primitive level. A trade-off is to
analyze data from a higher level. In this work, we refer to the items
at level i as items and items at level i � 1 as categories.

3.3. Data notations

Table 1 lists the symbols and functions that will be used in the
subsequent sections. The functions listed in the table are defined
by the following equations:

VALðitemiÞ ¼ 2i�1; i is an index; ð2Þ
FTðdiÞ ¼

X

j¼1

VALðitemi;jÞ ð3Þ

FAðIPi; ConstrainjÞ ¼ ðIPi � IPi mod 2startÞ n 2endþ1 � 2endþl þ ðIPi mod 2startÞ
ð4Þ

A brief explanation about the symbols is in order. First, D represents
a transaction dataset (or database) containing M categorical data re-
cords (or simply data) {d1,d2,d3, . . . ,dM}. Each di contains some data
items. I represents the data item set that contains all the data items
in D. It can be grouped into k subsets SIi, i = 1, . . . ,k, according to
their properties. I ¼

Sk
i¼1ðSIiÞ, and SIi

T
SIj = ;. Each item in I is as-

signed to a unique binary value. The items with the same property
are assigned to consecutive binary values; or SIi = {iteml, iteml+1, i-
teml+2, . . . , iteml+p} is mapped to {2l,2l+1,2l+2, . . . ,2l+p}. With these
mapped binary values for the data items, each di in D can then be
transformed into an integer IP by transforming function FT and is
counted into IP-numi. Finally, IPi and IP-numi are stored in a dataset
namely ORPA (ORiginal PAtterns).

Taking the dataset in Fig. 6 for example, we have the corre-
sponding data item set {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H, I, J,K}, which can be
grouped into three subsets, each considered as a data and mapped
to an integer. The data mapping table is shown in Table 2. For
ALL Prod

Computer Software

Laptop Desktop Office Anti
Virus

IBM Micro-
soft H

Fig. 5. Example concept hierarc
example, data {A,B,C,D} is transformed into 20 + 21 + 22 + 23 = 15.
The mapping results of all data in the dataset are shown in Fig. 6.
Finally, Table 3 shows the contents of ORPA after all IP and IP-
num are stored.

Sometimes, we want to perform customer clustering subject to a
particular constraint like ignoring some type of purchased items.
For example, we want to perform customer clustering according
to all types of purchased items expect 3C products. Then before
clustering, we need to temporarily eliminate the 3C products from
each transaction record. For temporary elimination of some attri-
butes, we ‘‘mask’’ them out from the dataset. Equivalently, we ad-
just each IPi value by taking out the influence of the masked
attributes. The adjusting function FA is responsible for this. Take
the same dataset for example. If the item set {E,F,G,H} is masked,
then we need to deduct values of 24/27 from each IPi. Thus, each
IPi needs to be adjusted by the function: FA(IPi, (4,7)) =
(IPin28)⁄28 + (IPi mod 24). The adjusted results of all IPi are shown
in Fig. 7.
4. The GRFM framework

In this section, the GRFM analysis technique is described in de-
tail. The basic framework is shown in Fig. 8, which shows three
phases are involved in the GRFM process. The first phase performs
data transformation and creates the ORPA table. It first transforms
each transaction record in the transaction dataset into an integer. It
then creates n ORPA table to store each integer and its occurrence
frequency. In other words, ORPA stores the transformed integers
corresponding to the original transaction records and their occur-
rence frequencies. The second phase follows to perform clustering
over the ORPA table. To avoid destruction of ORPA, a copy of ORPA
is stored as AT. If the user wants to perform constrained clustering,
the constraints have to be placed in this phase along with the train-
ing instances. According to the constraints, each IPi (i.e., each re-
cord) in AT will then be properly adjusted by FA. The phase then
performs constrained clustering over the new IPi and produces a
clustering result. Finally, the third phase calculates a (R, F, M) value
for each customer in each cluster. Since a customer may belong to
more than one cluster, a customer may be associated with different
(R, F, M) values. The phase also uses the (R, F, M) values to build a
cluster RFM cube, which is 3-dimensional as illustrated in Fig. 9.
Each block of the cube records the customers who have the same
(R, F, M) value. The cube can support a variety of analyses related
to the customers’ (R, F, M) values. For instance, it can quickly satisfy
ucts
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hy for computer products.



Table 1
Summary of the notations utilized in this paper.

D It is original dataset
M The number of data in
di The ith data in D
I The data item set of D
N The number of I
Itemi The ith item in I
SI The subset of I.
VAL(itemi) The mapping function is utilized to map itemi to an integer
FT(di) The transforming function is utilized to transform di into an

integer
IPi The ith data record in ORPA. (i.e., transformed from di)
IP � numi The number of IPi

Constj It is a pair (start, end) to mask from itemstart to itemend

FA(IPi, Constj) The adjusting function is used to adjust IPi according to
constrainj

Fcount(IPi) The function is used to count the number ‘‘1’’ in the binary
value of IPi

diff(Ci, IPi) The function is used to transform Ci � IPi into an integer
Union(Ci, IPi) The function is used to transform the union Ci _ IPi into an

integer
Same(Ci, IPi) The function is used to transform Ci ^ IPi into an integer
Dissim(Ci, IPi) The measuring function is used to measure the dissimilarity

between IPi and center Ci

Table 2
Data mapping table.

{A,B,C,D} {20,21,22,23}
{E,F,G,H} {24,25,26,27}
{I, J,K} {28,29,210}

Table 3
ORPA is created after data translation.

Integeral data (Data Pattern) Number of integer

15 4
767 5

1535 5
240 6
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the following user demand: making a sales promotion to low con-
tribution customers, if low contribution is treated as M equal 1. Fi-
nally, in this phase, we divide the customers in each cluster into
several groups according to an interval-gap set by the user. This al-
lows us to output a distribution status of the member groups and
provides further information about when to launch what promo-
tion plans. We describe each phase in detail below.

I. Data transforming and creating ORPA phase

The algorithm in this phase is illustrated in Table 4. First, the
purchased items are classified into k categories according to their
properties, e.g., computer, cell phone, digital camera . . . are be-
longed to 3C category. Each purchased item is then assigned to a
unique binary exponential value, e.g., item i assigned to 2i, as de-
scribed before. Note that the items’ values in same category are as-
signed to consecutive binary exponential values, i.e., 2i, 2i+1, 2i+2 . . .

Now, each transaction can be transformed into an integer by sum-
Tid
DCBA1T
DCBA2T
DCBA3T
DCBA4T

T5 J A B C D E F G
T6 J A B C D E F G
T7 J A B C D E F G
T8 J A B C D E F G
T9 J A B C D E F G
T10 I K A B C D E F G
T11 I K A B C D E F G
T12 I K A B C D E F G
T13 I K A B C D E F G
T14 I K A B C D E F G

GFE51T
GFE61T
GFE71T
GFE81T
GFE91T
GFE02T

smetIataD

Fig. 6. The mapping resul
ming the binary exponential values of the involved items. The inte-
ger is now equivalent to the content of the transaction.

The algorithm then generates an ORPA data table by storing
each integer and its occurrence frequency. ORPA is the most impor-
tant data structure in this framework. It is carefully designed to
support the clustering requirement to be done in the next phase.
First, it can be used for quick adjustment of its contents to repre-
sent new data patterns according to training instance change. This
adjustment is equivalent to adjusting the original data, but it does
not destroy the original data. Thus, it can be used to rapidly gener-
ate a variety of clustering results to meet different clustering
requirements. Second, ORPA can be used to roughly estimate a
cluster center according to the occurrence frequencies of the inte-
gers. This is because a datum with high frequency stands for a con-
centrated point; hence it could act as a cluster center. Finally,
performing the Exclusive-OR operation over any two integers pro-
duces a result that can be used to indicate how similar the two cor-
responding data are. In fact, it also reveals where the two records
are different.

II. Constrained clustering phase

The algorithm in this phase is illustrated in Table 5. In this
phase, we employ PICC (Purchased-items-Constrained Clustering)
as an algorithm for constrained data clustering. The user is
prompted to put forward his training constraints. And we expect
Mapped Integer
51
51
51
51

H 767
H 767
H 767
H 767
H 767
H 1535
H 1535
H 1535
H 1535
H 1535

042H
042H
042H
042H
042H
042H

sdroceRlatoT

Four Records

Five Records

Five Records

Six Records

C2

C1

C3

t of categorical data.



Mapped Integer
51DCBA1T
51DCBA2T
51DCBA3T
51DCBA4T

T5 J A B C D E F G H 527
T6 J A B C D E F G H 527
T7 J A B C D E F G H 527
T8 J A B C D E F G H 527
T9 J A B C D E F G H 527
T10 I K A B C D E F G H 1295
T11 I K A B C D E F G H 1295
T12 I K A B C D E F G H 1295
T13 I K A B C D E F G H 1295
T14 I K A B C D E F G H 1295

0HGFE51T
0HGFE61T
0HGFE71T
0HGFE81T
0HGFE91T
0HGFE02T

                        Data Items

Four data

Five data

Five data

C1

C2

Total data

Fig. 7. The adjusting result of IPi when mask {E, F, G, H}.

Converting categorical data 
to an integer data

(Transforming Phase)

PICC

( Input Event)

General
purpose 

clustering

Case-Driven
clustering

Cluster Distribution 
Discoveing

RFM Values Measuring and 
Cluster Distribution 

DiscoveryPhase

Original
Categorical

Dataset

Integer   Data 
File

ORPA

Constrained Clustering Phase
Data Transforming & ORPA 

Creating Phase

RFM Measuring

Fig. 8. The framework of GRFM.
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the clustering result could satisfy the particular expectation of the
user.

When a constraint triggers the related data records, the PICC
starts to adjust the corresponding integers in ORPA by using the
FA function. It then uses a dissimilarity function (Dissim(Ci, IPi)) to
measure the distance between two transaction records in order
to decide whether they should be allocated into the same
cluster. Eq. (5) defines the dissimilarity function. If the function va-
lue of Dissim(Ci, IPi) is less than a predefined threshold, then the
clusteri is a candidate cluster, otherwise transactioni is not clustered
to Ci.

DissimðCi; IPiÞ ¼
Fcountðdiff ðCi; IPiÞÞ

FcountðunionðCi; IPiÞÞ
: ð5Þ
Note: Fcount(bin-data): The function is used to count the number

‘‘1’’ in the binary value.
diff(Ci, IPi): The function is used to transform Ci � IPi into an
integer.
union(Ci, IPi): The function is used to transform the union Ci _ IPi

into an integer.

In the equation, the Dissim function first performs the Exclu-
sive-OR operation over the two integers (i.e., cluster center and
transaction record) by function diff(Ci, IPi). The result is then con-
verted to a binary value; the number of 1s contained in the binary
value shows how different the two integers are. Moreover, the re-
sult of the diff operation also represents the difference of the con-
tents between the two records, and therefore, given the same
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Fig. 9. The cluster cube.

Table 4
Data transforming and creating ORPA phase.

Data transforming and creating ORPA phase

Input: Purchasing data set
Output: ORPA Table
1. Classify purchased item according to their properties;
2. Set a 2n value to every purchased item according to its property;
3. do
4. {transforming purchasing record into IPi by FT(3) function and counting

appearance times of IPi;
5. inserting (or updating) IPi and counter to ORPA;
6. appending IPi to purchasing record;
7. }
8. Sort up IPi by its amount in ORPA;
9. end;

Table 5
Constrained clustering phase: PICC (Purchased items based constrained clustering).

Constrained clustering phase: PICC

Input: ORPA
Output: Clusters

1. AT table is copied from ORPA
2. If (instance trigger) Then
3. {read IPi and its amount from the AT;
4. adjusting the IPi value by FA(3) function;
5. adjusted IP value restores in AT, and adjusted IP frequency is re-

counted;}
6. Sort IP values by descending according to their frequencies in AT

table (SN1� � �SNcc)
7. for i = 1 to cc
8. if Dissim(Cj,SNi) 6 sim � threshold then
9. {add Cj to candidate cluster set;

10. select appropriate cluster center from candidate cluster set which
satisfied certain conditions; (Using function diff(Cj,SNi) or
Same(Cj,SNi) set a judging criterion)

11. add SNi into selected cluster;
12. }
13. else
14. create a new cluster Cj and set SNi to center value of Cj;
15. next

Tid Mapped Integer
T1 A B C D E I 287
T2 A B C D E I 287
T3 A B C D E I 287
T4 A B C D E I 287
T5 A B C D E I 287
T6 A B C D E I 287
T7 A B C D E I 287
T8 A B C D G H 207
T9 A B C D G H 207
T10 A B C D G H 207
T11 A B C D G H 207
T12 A B C D G H 207
T13 A B C D G H 207
T14 A B C D H I 399
T15 A B C D H I 399
T16 A B C D H I 399
T17 A B C D H I 399
T18 B C D E I 286
T19 B C D E I 286
T20 B C D E I 286

                        Data Items

SN1

SN2

SN3

SN4

A value is 1.         B value is 2.         C value is 4.        D value is 8.
E value is 16.       F value is 32.       G value is 4.        H value is 128.
I value is 256.

Fig. 10. Example dataset for explaining the PICC clustering process.
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dissimilarity, it can be regarded as a cluster selection mechanism
for selecting a cluster from a set of candidate clusters. For example,
the binary values assigned to the purchased items are by the
decreasing order of their occurrence frequencies. Therefore the
items with low purchasing frequencies will be assigned with high-
er binary values. Now if a transaction record has the same Dissim
value against two candidate clusters, then we use the diff(Ci, IPi)
function to calculate the differences between the transaction re-
cord and the two clusters. A bigger diff value here actually means
the major difference between the record and the cluster center is
over the low purchasing frequency items. And the record should
be allocated to the cluster with a bigger diff value. Let us illustrate
this process by the example illustrated in Fig. 10, which contains
the twenty integers created from the sample data records. Suppose
we set the threshold of dissimilarity to be less than 1/3, i.e.,
dis_threshold equals 1/3. In addition, we care about the dissimilar-
ity over low purchasing frequency items. In this case, the cluster
center with a higher diff value will be selected to be the cluster
of a transaction record when more than one candidate clusters
have the same dissimilarity against the transaction record as
shown in Fig. 11. The following Case 1 summarizes this process.

Case 1: Under the same dissim value, cluster center Ci with bigger
diff(Ci,SNj) is selected.
1. Sort the integers in the descending order of their concur-

rence. Let SN1 = 287; SN2 = 207; SN3 = 399; SN4 = 286.
2. Define two clusters C1 and C2 using SN1 and SN2, where

C1 = {287}, C2 = {207}, as they are ranked higher than the
others. Set SN1 and SN2 as their respective cluster centers.

3. Calculate the dissimilarity of SN3 against the two clusters.
Since dissim(C1,SN3) and diff(C2,SN3) equal 2/7, so that SN3

has same dissimilarity between C1 and C2. Hence, we calcu-
lation the diff(C1,SN3) value equals 144, and diff(C2,SN3)
value equals 320. We thus can cluster SN3 into C2, because
diff(C2,SN3) is bigger than diff(C1,SN3).

4. Repeat the process for SN4. We have diff(C1,SN4) equals 1 and
dissim(C1,SN4) equals 1/6. Also diff(C2,SN4) equals 465 and
dissim(C2,SN4) equals 5/8. Accordingly, SN4 is clustered to
C1. Now we have new C1: {287,286}, and C2: {207,399}
and shown as Fig. 11.

As a matter of fact, PICC also use the same (Ci, IPi) function (as
shown in Table 1) to calculate the degree of sameness between
the transaction record and the cluster. The function performs the
AND operation on two integers to produce a binary value, the posi-
tions of 1s of which show where they are the same. The AND result
can then be treated as a cohesion degree between a transaction
record and cluster. Accordingly, we can constrain what features
are necessary in a cluster by this mechanism. The AND result can
be regarded as a must-link constraint. The following Case 2 illus-
trates how the constraint is used in clustering.



Tid Mapped Integer
T1 A B C D E X X X I 287
T2 A B C D E X X X I 287
T3 A B C D E X X X I 287
T4 A B C D E X X X I 287
T5 A B C D E X X X I 287
T6 A B C D E X X X I 287
T7 A B C D E X X X I 287
T8 A B C D X X G H X 207
T9 A B C D X X G H X 207
T10 A B C D X X G H X 207
T11 A B C D X X G H X 207
T12 A B C D X X G H X 207
T13 A B C D X X G H X 207
T14 A B C D X X X H I 399
T15 A B C D X X X H I 399
T16 A B C D X X X H I 399
T17 A B C D X X X H I 399
T18 X B C D E X X X I 286
T19 X B C D E X X X I 286
T20 X B C D E X X X I 286

                        Data Items

SN1

SN2

SN3

SN4

diff =320
(G, I)

diff =144
(E, H)

Fig. 11. Clustering result of Case 1. Under the same dissim value, bigger diff is selected.
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Case 2: Transaction records that contain {A, B, C, D, I} must be
grouped in the same cluster, i.e., since {A, B, C, D, I} is transformed
to 271, so that the value of same(Ci, IPi) ^ ‘271’)need to be at least
271 for the record to be allocated to the same cluster.
1. The clusters are the same as the previous case, i.e., C1 =

{287}, C2 = {207}, and the respective center values are 287
and 207.

2. Calculate the coherence degrees for SN3 against the two clus-
ters. Since same(C1,SN3) equals 271, and (271 ^ 271) equals
271. Therefore, SN3 is clustered to C1. We skip the calculation
against C2 because C2 is smaller than 270, i.e., C2 does not
involve the constraint.

3. Repeat the process for SN3. We have same(C1,SN4) equals
286, and (286 ^ 271) equals 270. Thus, SN4 can not be clus-
tered because it does not satisfy the constraint. The result
is shown in Fig. 12.
III. Cluster distribution Discovering and RFM Measuring Phase
As noted before, this phase contains two tasks inside each clus-
ter, namely, measuring GRFM-values for the customers as well as
Tid M
T1 A B C D E I
T2 A B C D E I
T3 A B C D E I
T4 A B C D E I
T5 A B C D E I
T6 A B C D E I
T7 A B C D E I
T8 A B C D G H
T9 A B C D G H
T10 A B C D G H
T11 A B C D G H
T12 A B C D G H
T13 A B C D G H
T14 A B C D H I
T15 A B C D H I
T16 A B C D H I
T17 A B C D H I
T18 B C D E I
T19 B C D E I
T20 B C D E I

                        Data Items

Fig. 12. Clustering result of Case 2. Transact
discovering the cluster distribution status. In order to do this, we
propose to employ a new cluster structure to capture relevant
information. Each cluster structure, as illustrated in Table 6, con-
tains two parts. The first part contains the features of a cluster,
including the cluster center, group amount, R (the last period of
purchase), AF (the average frequency of purchase in periods), M
(the average expenditure over all the members in the cluster),
and Period Amount (the number of periods in the cluster). The sec-
ond part records all the member groups (to be clear later) in a clus-
ter. Each cluster contains at least one member group, which
comprises Start Id, End Id, and the amount of members in the
group. Start Id and End Id are used to record the first and the last
transaction Ids in a member group. This cluster structure therefore
can support the measurement of (R, F, M) values we well as the cal-
culation of distribution status. The first task is shown in Table 7.
First, we treat each (R, F, M) value as a point in the 3-dimensional
space with R, F, and M as the coordinate axes, respectively. The user
is asked to input how the three axes ought to be labelled or parti-
tioned (i.e., into how many partitions) according to his professional
knowledge. The system then applies Chebyehev’s inequality to the
information of R, AF, and M values inside the cluster and calculates
the value range for each partition of each axis. The user is allowed
apped Integer
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
207
207
207
207
207
207
399
399
399
399
286
286
286

SN1

SN2 => C2

SN3

SN4 =>

SN1, SN2 => C1
same= 271
containing {A, B, C, D, I}

ion data has to involve particular items.



Table 6
Cluster structure.

Part Features

Part I 1.1 Cluster center
1.2 R: It refers the period of last member group appearing
1.3 AF: It refers to average number of purchasing times in a period
1.4 M: It refers to average expenditure of all members in a cluster
1.5 Period Amount: It is indicated how many periods in this cluster

Part
II

The part contains at least one member group record
Each member group record include:
2.1 Start-ID: The transaction ID of the first member in this group
2.2 End-ID: The transaction ID of the last member at the moment in
the group
2.3 Amount: It is numbers of member in the group

Table 8
Cluster distribution discovery.

Cluster distribution discovering and RFM measuring phase: Cluster
distribution discovering

Definition:
(1) cgroupi is the number of groups in the i cluster
(2) recency_of_clusteri is the period of last member group appearing
(3) frequency_of_clusteri is the average member in a particular period
(4) monetary_of_clusteri is the average expenditure of all members in a

cluster
(5) cgroup_starti,j is the start member in the j member group of the i

cluster
(6) cgroup_endi,j is the last member in the j member group of the i

cluster
(7) cgroup_amounti,j is the number of the member in the j member group

of the i cluster
Input: interval_gap as standard for division cluster

1. each data record is dispatched to belonged cluster according to its IPi

value;
2. do {
3. cgroupi=0, amount_of_money = 0, amount_of_money = 0;
4. while (not end of a cluster) {
5. add a member;
6. If (a member ID � cgroup_endi,j) > interval_gap then {
7. create a new group;
8. cgroupi=cgroupi+1;
9. set member ID as cgroup_starti,j+1 and cgroup_endi,j+1;

10. cgroup_amounti,j+1 = 1;}
11. Else {
12. cgroup_endi,j = member ID;
13. cgroup_amounti,j+1 = cgroup_amouti,j+1 + 1;}
14. record recency_of_clusteri, frequency_of_clusteri and

monetary_of_clusteri;
15. } while (has cluster)
16. next
17. output all cluster;

Table 7
Measureing the (R, F, M) values for the customers in a cluster.

Cluster distribution discovering and RFM measuring phase: RFM measuring

1. The user inputs r, f, and m, the number of partitions for R, F and M, respec-
tively, for the given cluster

2. Apply Chebyehev’s inequality to compute the range values of each parti-
tion for R, F, and M

3. Solicit the user to fine tune the calculated range values
4. Use the range values to measure a 3-dimensional (R, F, M) value for the

customers in the cluster
5. According to customers’ (R, F, M) value to create a cluster cube
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to fine tune the range values. These range values work as the basis
for the GRFM to measure the customer’s (R, F, M) values inside the
cluster. As a matter of fact, these values could be used to create
cluster cube for online analysis of customers’ behavior. The cube
is 3-dimension array to store the RFM records. Each record contains
two fields; one field records the number of customers with the
same GRFM-value, the other makes them into a linked-list. For
example, the consumption recency, frequency, and monetary of
customers C1, C2, C19 are measured according to user definition
values rang for R, F, and M values. Three customers’ (R, F, M) values
are all (4,1,3), so that, the location (4,1,3) of cluster cube is recodes
3 customer and using linked-list structure link them. The result is
shown in Fig. 13.

The second task, discovering cluster distribution status, is illus-
trated in Table 8. By cluster distribution status, we mean how the
transactions behave with respect to the time series in the cluster.
To do this, we divide the members of a cluster into member groups
according to a pre-defined time interval-gap (or simply interval-
gap). The interval-gap is an interval between the consumption
M value 
2

1

R value 
1     2      3     4

1

2

3

F value 

3

Three customer’s RFM value are 
(4,1,3), C1, C2, and C19.

Cluster Cube (C_Cube) 

3
C1 C2 C19

Fig. 13. Cluster cube structure example.
times of two transactions. If the time gap between two transac-
tions is larger than the interval-gap, which implies the consump-
tion is not continuous, then it can be split into two groups.
Therefore, we can discover different purchase periods inside a clus-
ter by graphing the appearing times of the member groups. In or-
der to generate the distribution status of the member groups, we
use Eq. (6) to compute a Cluster-Distribution value. If the Cluster-
Distribution value is high then the purchased behavior is somewhat
fluctuated; on the contrary, it is relatively uniform. Note that the
Cluster-Distribution value is not sufficient to outline the marketing
status. We have to compute the density of each member group to
discover significant purchase periods in the cluster. We use Eq. (7)
to compute the Density-of-Member-Group value. If the density is
high then the period represents the hot time of marketing; for
example, the period is hot marketing time during sale. In other
words, we can discover the most important marketing period for
each product by the member group’s density.

Cluster � DistributionðiÞ ¼ number of member groups
user � defined� period

ð6Þ

Note: Cluster-Distribution (i) is the ith cluster’s distribution.

Density-of -Member-Groupði; jÞ ¼ Amount
End� IDðjÞ
� �

� Start � IDðjÞ
� � ð7Þ

Note: The Density-of-Member-Group (i, j) is the jth member group in
the ith cluster.

In summary, a cluster in GRFM provides lots of information,
including the cluster center, member groups in the cluster, (R, F,
M) values, distribution status and density. The (R, F, M) values
can be used by the managers to measure the loyalty and contribu-
tions of a customer cluster, and accordingly propose better market-
ing strategies. The distribution status and density of the clusters
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can be used by the managers to propose better product promotion
plans and inventory management strategies.
5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental results

In our experiment, the samples of purchase data are randomly
generated by the generating program as described in Agrawal
and Srikant (1994). There are 20000 transactions that are randomly
assigned to 1000 customers. This forms the transaction dataset for
training. Each transaction in the dataset contains a customer num-
ber (Cid), a transaction number (Tid), purchased items, and mone-
tary. The dataset is then clustered using PICC with respect to the
purchased items; i.e., the customers are clustered by their pur-
chased items. We obtain 193 purchase clusters, each containing
Table 11
Comparison of GRFM and Miglautsch’s approach in measuring RFM values.

Customer
Id

RFM value
by GRFM

RFM Value
by Miglautsch’s
approach

Customer characteristics

Cust_46 5/5/5 5/4/2 The M value is different between GRF
Although the customer is used to pur
inside that cluster, the customer has h
Miglautsch’s approach misinterprets t
contribution customer

Cust_105 2/3/3 in
C_A; 5/3/4
in C_B

5/3/4 In GRFM, the customer belongs to two
purchase behaviors over different pro
the customer has a change on his purch
occurrences can not be discovered by

Cust_133 3/4/4 1/1/2 The R and F values are very different b
approach, because the customer is use
purchased infrequently. From the view
products,the customer is loyal custom
not discover this potential loyal custo

Table 9
Purchase Cluster Types and Counts (In total 193 clusters with interval_gap of 400
transactions).

Cluster Type Description of clusters Amount

Consecutive
clusters

The cluster contains only one member group 106
clusters

Intermittent
cluster

The member groups are neither permanent nor
cyclic cluster

84
clusters

Cyclic cluster The member groups are cyclic appearance 3
clusters

Table 10
Cluster Purchase Distribution (193 clusters in total with interval-gap set to 500).

Cluster
ID

The last period Average
buying
times

Periods
Amount

Remark

C193 (19072,19461) 84 2
periods

It is an intermittent cluster and
the consumption time is
centralized

C162 (18614,19257) 51 17
periods

It is an intermittent cluster and
the consumption time is not
centralized

C1 (19517,19978) 265 3
periods

It is an intermittent cluster and
the consumption time is not
only centralized but highly
dense
several customers. As expected, each customer may belong to more
than one cluster.

In the first experiment, the interval-gap is set to 500 (unit:
transactions), meaning the gap between two transactions in a clus-
ter must be at most 500 transactions. In other words, transactions
are treated as the same member set if they are not separated by
500 transactions. Each cluster therefore can have its own distribu-
tion status about transactions. After analyzing the distribution
status of the clusters, we discovered that a cluster may belong to
one of the three cluster purchase behavior types as illustrated in
Table 9. For example, a customer belongs to a cyclic purchase clus-
ter, if his purchasing behavior tends to be periodical. Based upon
this information, the manager could periodically contact with the
customers to improve customer relationships. In fact, the manager
could base on the information to build a personalized purchase
management system for customers. As for the intermittent pur-
chase behavior cluster, we can use the density of the member
group to pinpoint the hot periods for marketing. The manager
could then base on this information to build a desirable inventory
management system to reduce the risk of over-stock. In Table 10,
we show some cluster distribution status. Note that we measure
each customer’s (R, F, M) value in a cluster according to the center
values of R, AF, and M. And every cluster has different numbers of
member groups. Since a customer may belong to more than one
cluster, he has different (R, F, M) values in different clusters. In or-
der for comparison, we also measure the customers’ (R, F, M) values
according to Miglautsch’s approach (Miglautsch, 2000). Table 11
then lists the measuring results of GRFM and Miglautsch’s ap-
proach. The table shows GRFM can make better evaluation about
customers’ (R, F, M) values. In Table 12, we list some interesting
factors that affect the customer’s (R, F, M) values.

These tables demonstrate that customers tend to purchase
items with different features. If an enterprise measures a cus-
tomer’s (R, F, M) value solely according to his consumption time
point, consumption frequency, and consumption money, it is clear
that it could not make a true appreciation of the his loyalty and
contribution. In contrast, GRFM clusters customers according to
their purchased items. Thus a customer may be allocated into more
than one cluster and therefore assumes different (R, F, M) values in
different clusters. Inside a cluster, when a customer is compared
with the others with respect to loyalty, the comparison is based
on the same purchased items. By this, GRFM can better reveal
the actual consumption behaviors of the customers.

Finally, we compare the performance of PICC with the K-means
extension clustering method (extended-K-Means)(Huang, 1998)
Promotion policy

M and Miglautsch’s approach.
chase low priced products,
igh contribution and loyalty.

he customer to be a medium

The business should not only keep the
customer, but should attract the customer to
purchase other products via proper promotion
policy

clusters; i.e., he has different
ducts. In addition, we discover

ased products. However, these
Miglautsch’s approach

The business should make more
communication with the customer to realize
the reason why the customer changes his
purchasing behavior

etween GRFM and Miglautsch’s
d to purchase products that are
point of infrequent purchased

er. Miglautsch’s approach can
mer

Although the customer is used to purchase rare
products, to which,he is a loyal customer.
Therefore, the business should make more
communication with the customer to promote
correlative products



Table 12
Factors that Affect customer’s RFM values and their influences.

Factor Influence

Price of purchasing
items

The M value is big if the price of purchasing item is high.
M value is small, otherwise

Lifetime of
purchasing
items

The F value is big if the lifetime of purchasing item is
short or seasonal. F value is small, otherwise

New or old
customers

The F is small and R is big if the customer is new
customer
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Fig. 15. Comparisons of PICC with extension K-means and Ref-K-modes with
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and the initial-points refinement K-modes clustering method (Ref-
K-Modes) (Sun, Zhu, and Chen, 2002) in terms of execution time. In
addition to execution time, we also use ‘‘Scaling’’ as a criterion for
performance comparison. Eq. (8) first defines ‘‘Val’’ to be the de-
gree of how all members in a cluster are close to the cluster center
by calculating the average of similar degrees between all transac-
tion records in a cluster and the cluster center. If Val is large, then
the cluster’s members are close to the cluster center. ‘‘Scaling’’ is
then defined in Eq. (9) to be the sum of the ‘‘Val’’ values over all
clusters. Therefore, it represents how good of the clustering meth-
od in terms of how similar the members are in all clusters.

In our experiments, the samples are randomly generated by the
same generator as mentioned before (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994).
There are three samples having 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000 and
30000 records, respectively. The results of the comparison are
illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. In Fig. 14, we find the execution time
of PICC is less than the other algorithms. Moreover, the execution
time of PICC rises slowly with the increasing number of transaction
records. In Fig. 15, we find the PICC algorithm has the highest Scal-
ing value in the three algorithms. Finally, the execution times of
clustering and re-clustering of PICC are very shot as illustrated in
Fig. 16. We would like to point out two more merits of PICC. First,
it does not require a cluster number in advance. Second, it allows
the setting of constraints for the clustering process when it is asked
to ignore some particular products.

Vali ¼
Xm

j¼1

T
ðCMi;CRi;jÞ

CMðiÞ:count
ð8Þ

Scaling ¼
Xcn

i¼1

Vali ð9Þ
Note:CM(i) is the ith cluster center.

CM(i).count is the number of data items in the ith cluster
center.
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Fig. 14. Comparisons of PICC with extension K-means and Ref-K-modes with
respect to execution time.
CR(i,j) is the jth member in the ith cluster.
m is the number of members in a cluster.
cn is the number of clusters.

The experimental results, comparing the PICC with extension K-
means and refinement initial-points K-modes in execution time
and Scaling value are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. We would like
to emphasize that PICC does not require a cluster number in
advance.

5.2. Discussion

We summarize four major features of the GRFM framework
below:

1. The GRFM framework does not calculate a single (R, F, M) value
for a customer. Rather it associates different (R, F, M) values
with a customer according to the properties of his purchased
items. It thus can better reveal the true purchasing behavior
of a customer. In addition, GRFM creates a cluster RFM cube
for each cluster according the customers’ (R, F, M) values in
the cluster. These RFM cubes not only can support the tradi-
tional RFM analysis as discussed in Miglautsch’s approach
(Miglautsch, 2000). but also proposes new analyses. In Table
13, we summary the differences of RFM-based analysis between
GFRM and (Miglautsch, 2000). Based upon this information, the
manager could properly contact with the customers to improve
customer relationships and build a personalized purchasing
management system for customers.



Table 13
Differences over RFM-based analysis between GRFM and Miglautsch’s approach.

Analysis requirement GRFM Miglautsch’s approach

Looking for customers with high
contribution and loyalty over some
particular products

GRFM can extract the customers with high contribution and loyalty
from the cluster cubes of the particular products

Miglautsch’s approach can not provide correlative
information about business demand

Looking for customers of high loyalty GRFM can extract and integrate the highly loyal customers from all
cluster cubes, among which potentially highly loyal customers can be
further discovered

Miglautsch’s approach can provide the
information but it can not discover potentially
highly loyal customers
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2. The GRFM framework provides sales information for each pur-
chase cluster, which is clustered with respect to the properties
of the purchased items. Base upon the information, the user
could obtain integrated sales information, e.g., which purchase
cluster is highly loyal and profitable, or which purchase cluster
has a potentially high volume of sales. For example, from Table
10, we observed that the members of cluster 1 (C1) are rather
centralized in each period; in other words, the purchasing time
is very fixed. On the contrary, cluster 162 often appears, while
its members are scattered in each period. This information
can be re-analyzed by the manager to extract important hidden
information. Therefore, the manager could base on this infor-
mation to build a desirable inventory management system to
reduce the risk of over-stock. Note that this information cannot
be acquired from traditional RFM analysis paradigms.

3. According to Fig. 14, the slope of execution time for the PICC
algorithm is less than the other algorithms. The execution time
of PICC rises slowly with the increasing amount of data, but the
execution time for the other algorithms changes abruptly.
Although the K-means extension algorithm uses a frequency-
based method to update modes (i.e., the means of clusters), it
still requires an unknown number of iterations before converg-
ing to a good solution. However, PICC has a higher Scaling value
than the others algorithms in Fig. 15, which implies PICC could
lead the data to converge to a more optimal solution.

4. According to Fig. 16, PICC uses and reuses the comparatively
succinct purchase pattern table ORPA to perform clustering to
meet different purposes of training. Since PICC does not directly
use the original data file for processing, it can perform cluster-
ing more rapidly.

5.3. Other application

As a matter of fact, the GRFM framework can be applied in other
fields. For example, we can use the framework to cluster students
according to their learning styles. As the research of group learning
indicates that group learning could be beneficial in students learn-
ing (Zheng, Ding, and Tian, 2007). When students with the same
learning style are put together for problem solving, they could rap-
idly generate a variety of possible solutions to solve the problem.
However, best learning styles are usually different for different
subjects. Thus, an instructor needs to cluster the students by their
learning styles according to the requirements of different subjects.
Take the Felder–Silverman learning style for example. It defines
four aspects of learning, namely, Perception (sensing/intuitive), In-
put (visual/verbal), Organization (inductive/deductive), and Under-
standing (sequential/global) (Felder and Silverman, 1988). An
instructor thus needs a mechanism to focus on the four aspects
while students are being clustered. The PICC algorithm could work
as such a mechanism so that the instructor can properly set his
constraints and perform constrained clustering. The GRFM frame-
work then can be used to measure the students’ learning power
with different learning styles. In this case, the R value can be de-
fined as the interval from the time when the latest log-in happens
to the present; the F value can represent the number of log-ins
within a certain period; and the M value can represent the amount
of log-in time within a certain period. Now, the instructor could
discover whether some kind of learning styles of the students
has more learning power or not. This could effectively help the
instructor to develop better teaching strategies.
6. Conclusions

We have described GRFM as a framework to perform purchased
items-constrained clustering so as to deeply analyze and utilize the
RFM value of the customer. It supports cluster analysis from both
aspects of customers and their purchased items. Since the analysis
takes into account the purchase items, the (R, F, M) values could re-
veal the true purchasing behavior. GRFM is the same as the tradi-
tional RFM analysis in the sense that each cluster has the same
loyalty and contribution. They are very different in that GRFM al-
lows a customer to belong to different clusters, and thus to be asso-
ciated with different loyalties and contributions with respect to
different characteristics of purchased items. This difference allows
GRFM to correctly discover the sales trend for the purchased items.
It also facilitates the development of a better personalized pur-
chasing system as well as a desirable inventory management sys-
tem. Moreover, GRFM provides a clustering method that could
reuse original purchase patterns to promptly respond to the mar-
ket-oriented demands. It converts the original data into corre-
sponding integers and stored them in the ORPA table, which can
then be quickly and conveniently adjusted to reflect new types of
data patterns. It is equivalent to adjusting original data, but it does
not destroy the original data. Therefore, the ORPA table could be
reused to satisfy various constraints and reduce clustering time.
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